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Abstract—Vehicular local advertising enables roadside retail-
ers to provide timely and location-aware advertisements to on-
road vehicular users to attract more in-store visits. However, the
prevalence of the vehicular local advertising has raised increasing
transparency and accountability concerns on the spatial keyword
query process, such as why a vehicular user receives advertisements
from specific spatial entities as well as the timely detection of the
advertising misbehavior. In this paper, we develop a transparent
and accountable vehicular local advertising system by utilizing
the tamper-proof and open nature of the blockchain technology.
Considering the large scale of the spatial-keyword database and
the expensive computation and storage cost on the blockchain,
we introduce two design strategies, digest-and-verify and divide-
then-assemble. In specific, a large-scale spatial keyword database
is digested and stored on the blockchain. The spatial keyword
query is then conducted with modular executions of two off-chain
spatial keyword query functions, the results of which are efficiently
assembled and verified in an advertising smart contract. By doing
so, expensive on-chain computation and storage overheads are
significantly reduced at a cost of acceptable off-chain overheads.
We define the security requirements of the vehicular local adver-
tising system as Auditing Security and achieve the notion with the
security analysis. We also conduct real-world experiments to show
the efficiency of the blockchain-based vehicular local advertising
system.

Index Terms—Vehicular local advertising, blockchain, smart
contract, spatial keyword.

I. INTRODUCTION

V EHICULAR local advertising is a prevalent advertising
strategy, that allows roadside retailers (e.g. restaurants or

retail stores) to promote targeted advertisements (ads) to nearby
vehicular users of related interests. Vehicular users with Global
Positioning System (GPS)-enabled devices (e.g. mobile phones)
can receive timely and location-aware ads [1] through various
vehicular communication channels [2], [3]. For example, ve-
hicular users can find restaurants near their current locations, or
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Fig. 1. Vehicular Local Advertising.

receive coupons and flyers when they drive in a shopping center,
which greatly increases their travel efficiency and experience. At
the same time, vehicular local advertising also boosts in-store
visits and promotes business for roadside retailers. According to
statistics [4], an average of 80 percent of local searches convert
and 28 percent of local searches lead to an in-store purchase.
Therefore, vehicular local advertising is deemed as one of the
most promising applications in intelligent transportation sys-
tems and has attracted extensive research and practice efforts.

The ad dissemination process of the vehicular local adver-
tising can be modeled as spatial keyword query [5]–[7], that
considers both the spatial description (e.g., the retailer location
and vehicle trajectory information) and textual description (e.g.,
retailer/user-specified keywords). In the vehicular local advertis-
ing, an advertising company can help retailers to conduct the spa-
tial keyword query process. As shown in Fig. 1, retailers (spatial
entities) can specify their locations and textual descriptions of
their businesses. Spatial entities then update the location and tex-
tual descriptions to the advertising company (ad broker), that can
send advertisements to vehicular users. Vehicular users can find
nearby activity spots by sending a location with textual descrip-
tions of their interests to the ad broker. However, the vehicular
local advertising system has raised concerns and controversies
recently on the lack of system transparency and accountability
[8], [9]. Transparency requires the public visibility of the spatial
keyword query process, which answers why a vehicular user
receives the advertisements of specific spatial entities. It could
result in the increasing popularity of ad blockers [9] at the
vehicular users if without sufficient transparency guarantees.
Accountability refers to two progressive meanings [10]. The first
is the public detection of any breach of spatial keyword query
protocols, such as the detection of ad-fraud attacks [11]. The
second is the enforcement of obligations on the misbehaving
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advertisers or the ad broker. For example, a spatial entity that
sends ads with the discrimination or misinformation should be
suspended from the advertising service.

While the ad broker is working towards the increase of system
transparency and accountability, it is still not sufficient in the
view of the public [8], [12]. The emerging blockchain tech-
nology [13] can serve as a public infrastructure to enhance the
current vehicular local advertising system [14], [15]. Essentially,
a (public) blockchain is a secure and distributed database, that
is maintained by an open and peer-to-peer network. As a result,
it is tempting to migrate the vehicular local advertising system
onto the blockchain, such that the spatial keyword query process
can be open and verifiable to vehicular users. However, the
design and implementation of a blockchain-based vehicular
local advertising system faces non-trivial obstacles in terms of
the execution practicality of the spatial keyword query. First,
the large number of spatial objects with location and keyword
information will result in a large-scale spatial keyword database.
Second, the on-chain implementation cost in terms of the storage
and computing is prohibitively expensive, since all blockchain
nodes must maintain a local copy and verify the correctness of
each transaction. As a result, a strawman solution that stores the
large-scale spatial keyword database and executes the spatial
keyword query on the blockchain is at the doubt of real-world
practices. This motivates the main objective of this work: to
take advantage of the principles of the blockchain technology
for solving a real-world application with the practical designs. In
particular, we aim at practical designs and implementations of a
vehicular local advertising system that realizes the transparency
and accountability (public detection of advertising misbehavior)
promises of the blockchain technology.

In this paper, we exploit the tamper-proof and open nature
of the blockchain technology and design a blockchain-based
Transparent and Accountable Vehicular Local Advertising sys-
tem (TAVLA). From the state-of-the-art building blocks, in-
cluding the verifiable computation (VC) and spatial indexing
techniques, TAVLA achieves the verifiable spatial keyword query
process for the vehicular local advertising. Verifiable means that
the spatial keyword query process is transparent to the public and
any breach of spatial keyword query protocols can be effectively
detected. Moreover, we address the scalability and efficiency
issue of the blockchain-based advertising system with two de-
sign strategies, digest-and-verify and divide-then-assemble. The
contributions of this paper are as follows:
� We develop a verifiable spatial keyword query scheme

with a cryptographic query index, SKD-tree, that prunes
the spatial keyword search space. Moreover, we construct
a TAVLA smart contract, that realizes the SKD-tree on
Ethereum and ensures sufficient public transparency and
accountability of the spatial keyword query process.

� We introduce two design strategies for a practical
blockchain-based vehicular local advertising system:
digest-and-verify and divide-then-assemble. The large-
scale spatial keyword database is digested and updated onto
the blockchain with succinct cryptographic authenticators.
The verifiable spatial keyword query scheme is then re-
alized via modular executions of two off-chain verifiable

functions. The results are assembled and verified in the
TAVLA smart contract using the authenticators with limited
on-chain storage and computation overheads.

� We conduct thorough security analysis to demonstrate
that TAVLA achieves Auditing Security in terms of inte-
grate, correct, transparent and accountable spatial keyword
queries. We conduct experiments with the Pinocchio VC
framework, which demonstrates that TAVLA is practical for
implementations.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we
include the related work. In Section III, we revisit the state-of-
the-art spatial keyword query techniques. Following definitions
in Section III, we formulate the system model, security model
and design goals of TAVLA. In Section V, we summarize the
building blocks of TAVLA, including spatial indexing, verifiable
computation, and smart contract techniques. In Section VI, we
propose TAVLA in terms of an off-chain spatial keyword query
scheme and an on-chain advertising contract. We present the
security analysis and performance evaluation in Section VII and
VIII, respectively. We conclude this paper in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

Extensive research efforts have been directed to study the
transparency in the location-based advertising systems. A com-
prehensive evaluation of the Facebook adverting system was
conducted in [8]. The results demonstrated the lack of sys-
tem transparency in the advertising system and the need of a
better transparency auditing mechanism for the social network
advertising system. Gui et al. [9] collected and analyzed a large
volume of ad complaints from advertising users. Their results
also revealed the users’ lack of confidence on the contents of the
received ads, which could lead to the installation of ad blocking
softwares. Chen et al. [11] conducted extensive analysis of
the existing mobile apps and ads. Their results showed the
prevalence of fraud or irrelevant ads and an urgent need for
a more transparent and accountable adverting system.

We briefly review the research line of QAP-based verifiable
computations for general NP-complete relations. Gennaro et
al. [16] proposed a framework that can compile NP-complete
relations to a QAP, whose divisibility check is realized by
linear combination checks in bilinear groups. A compiler that
can convert a subset of C code into QAPs is later designed in
[17]. Sequential work [18] made efforts on optimizing arith-
metic circuit execution logics for loops and specialized rela-
tions. Fiore et al. [19] observed that a multi exponentiation
(extended Pedersen commitment) of function inputs in the proof
could be used multiple times. Modular design strategies for
versatile statements are proposed in [20], [21], which achieve
verifications on committed inputs and outputs. Eberhardt et al.
[22] proposed a framework with programmable interfaces for
outsourced verifiable computations. Bowe et al. [23] further
formalized an on/off-chain computation model for decentralized
verifiable computations.

We summarize the existing research works on building
blockchian-base auditing infrastructures for public services. Li
et al. [24] proposed a blockchain-based carpooling system,
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TABLE I
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF TOPIC DESCRIPTIONS

which boosted the information exchange among carpooling
companies and ensured the carpooling user privacy. An account-
able geo-marketplace is proposed in [25], where spatial data
can be privately queried based on geo-tags with the adoptions
of symmetric searchable encryption techniques. Liu et al. [15]
proposed a blockchain-based anonymous reputation manage-
ment system, which increased the transparency of the reputation
accumulation process. A blockchain-assisted ad dissemination
scheme is proposed in [14], which motivated the vehicles to act
as ad brokers with fair rewards.

TAVLA addresses transparency and accountability issues in
the vehicular local advertising, by utilizing technical advances
of verifiable computations and on/off chain models of the
blockchain technology. However, considering the uniqueness
of spatial keyword databases and the limitations of existing VC
techniques, we non-trivially tailor the designs of TAVLA with
practical implementations.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we revisit the state-of-the-art non-verifiable
spatial keyword query technique. First, we introduce the vector
space-based probabilistic topic model (Definition 1). Second,
we formalize the definitions of spatial objects (Definition 2)
and spatial keyword queries (Definition 3).

Definition 1: Probabilistic topic model [26] is a natural lan-
guage processing mechanism that translates a textual description
W of a spatial object o to a topic description T . For example, a
textual description for a restaurant can be ‘sea food’, ‘restaurant’
and ‘hot beverages’. A topic description is a collection of the
topic distributions of W . In particular, T is an m-dimension
vector. Each item T [z] represents a relevance score of a topic z
(intended activity) from an m-dimension topic dictionary DT .

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [27] is adopted to
translate the textual description W to a topic description T in
the following equation:

T [z] =
Nw + ε

|W |+ |DT | × ε
(1)

Nw represents the number of keywords in W that belong to the
topic z. |W |, |DT | is the size of the keyword, topic dictionary.
ε is the symmetric Dirichlet prior [6]. In Table I, we show an
illustrative example for topic descriptions of 50 spatial entities.
Topics from DT include ‘Game’, ‘Gym’, et al.. We can see that
a spatial entity can relate to multiple topics (activities). A higher
T [z] indicates a larger relevance score of the intended activity
z.

To measure the distance between two topic descriptionsT and
T ′, we adopt the Euclidean distance metrics as follows:

Dist(T, T ′) =

√√√√
m∑
z=1

(T [z]− T ′[z])2 (2)

Definition 2: A spatial object [6], [7] oi for a spatial entity Ei

is formally represented as:

oi = (Li, Ti)

Li = (xi, yi) is a two-dimension coordinate representation. Ti

is the topic description of Ei.
Definition 3: A spatial keyword query function FS takes

into O = (o1, o2, ..., on) and a spatial keyword query Q =
(Lq, Tq, k, λ). It outputs top-k spatial objects RT from O that
have the most higher relevance scores to the spatial keyword
query Q.

FS(O, Q) → RT

Lq = (xq, yq) is a location of interest. Tq is the topic descrip-
tion of intended activities. λ is a preference ratio indicates the
importance of the spatial proximity, while 1 − λ indicates the
importance of the topic proximity. k is the number of spatial
entities that will be returned. We define the point distance
Dist(L,L′) with the Euclidean distance:

Dist(L,L′) =
√

(Lx− L′x)2 + (Ly − L′y)2 (3)

Finally, a relevance score RS between a query Q and a spatial
object oi = (Li, Ti) is defined in Eq. 4 [6], [7], where η is the
normalization factor to convert the point distance to a range of
(0, 1).

RS(Q, oi) = λ ×Dist(Lq, Li)/η + (1 − λ)×Dist(Tq, Ti)
(4)

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the system model, security
model, and design goals of TAVLA.

A. System Model

The system model of TAVLA is derived from the commercial
model of the vehicular local advertising, such as local recom-
mendation services in the Google map. The main difference is
that TAVLA introduces the blockchain as a public auditing infras-
tructure to improve the transparency and enforce accountability
for the advertising system. In Fig. 2, we abstract four parties
in TAVLA as spatial entity, vehicular user, ad broker, and the
blockchain.
� A spatial entity is a retailer on a road network, such as a

restaurant or a coffee store. The spatial entity would like
to promote their business by sending location-aware [28]
ads to vehicular users of related interests.

� Vehicular users refer to moving vehicles on the roads with
GPS-based devices. They would like to find spatial entities
within a specific geographical area for various activities
such as food, movie, gas and shopping.
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Fig. 2. System Model.

� The ad broker [29] provides third-party ad dissemination
services for spatial entities. It is responsible for running
spatial keyword queries and disseminating location-aware
ads to targeted vehicular users.

� The blockchain in TAVLA is a public and appended-only
ledger, which supports secure and verifiable transactions
among mutually distrustful peer nodes. A smart contract
can be deployed on the blockchain.

In TAVLA, spatial entities carefully specify spatial objects
with their locations and topic descriptions, and send the objects
to the ad broker. The ad broker constructs a spatial keyword
database and uploads the cryptographic authenticators of the
database onto the blockchain. Vehicular users construct the
spatial keyword queryQ and send it to an advertising contract on
the blockchain. The ad broker retrieves spatial keyword queries
from the contract, executes the queries over its local spatial
keyword database, and sends back results (most relevant spatial
entities) to the contract with correctness proof. The advertising
contract verifies the correctness of the results and notifies the
public if any verification fails. Finally, vehicular users retrieve
the correct results from the advertising contract.

In TAVLA, the advertising smart contract is running on the
Ethereum blockchain. It is critical to motivate the Ethereum
miners to join the local advertising process. In the local advertis-
ing system, spatial entities will pay the ad broker for managing
keywords and delivering ads to related vehicular users, which
can be partially directed to the blockchain miners as ‘reward’
for managing the advertising smart contract.

B. Security Model

The spatial entities and ad broker are profit-driven commercial
organizations: (1) Spatial entities carefully choose their loca-
tions and topic descriptions to enjoy effective ad dissemination
services and attract more in-store visits. (2) Due to lack of adver-
tising transparency and profit consideration, the ad broker may
deviate from the spatial keyword query function in Definition 3
and promote irrelevant or misleading ads to vehicular users [8].
Vehicular users accept the ad dissemination results if they are
correctly generated. However, vehicular users may reject the
results if there is lack of advertising transparency guarantees.
Under the assumptions, we formulate the following Auditing
Security:

Definition 4: Given a spatial keyword query functionFS , that
takes spatial objects O and a spatial keyword query Q as inputs
and outputs a query result RT , the Auditing Security has the
following properties:
� Integrity: (1) Any oi ∈ O digested in the on-chain authenti-

cators cannot be maliciously modified in query executions.
(2) Any Q generated by a vehicular user cannot be mali-
ciously modified in query executions.

� Correctness: (1) RT is a correct output of FS with inputs
O and Q. (2) Vehicular users accept the correct results.

� Transparency: The targeting keywords of spatial entities
and the spatial keyword query process is transparent and
verifiable to the public.

� Accountability: The misbehavior of the ad broker is pub-
licly detected if the ad broker breaks either the integrity or
correctness properties.

Remark: (1) The proposed blockchain-based architecture in-
creases public transparency of the advertising system, which
should contribute to the detection of advertising misconducts.
It may also serve as the digital forensic evidence for law en-
forcement agencies to take actions against misbehaving parties.
Moreover, the advertising smart contract can also take deposits
from spatial entities and the ad broker and transfer the de-
posited money to vehicular users in case of any misconducts.
(2) TAVLA relies on the pseudonym-based anonymity in the
blockchain networks to protect vehicular users’ query privacy.
In specific, vehicular users interact with the advertising contract
using anonymous blockchain accounts.

C. Design Goals

TAVLA aims at realizing the following design goals:
� Functionality: TAVLA should support the expressiveness of

the spatial keyword query function in Definitions 1–3.
� Security: TAVLA should achieve the Auditing Security in

Definition 4.
� Efficiency: TAVLA should optimize both the on/off-

blockchain computation and storage overheads for prac-
tical implementations.

V. BUILDING BLOCKS

In this section, we present the building blocks of TAVLA, in-
cluding the spatial indexing technique, a verifiable computation
framework, and the smart contract.

A. Spatial Indexing

An R-tree [7], [30] is widely used for indexing multi-
dimension spatial data. It enables efficiently location searching
that returns spatial objects within a given geographical area. In
specific, an R-tree TR in TAVLA is a balanced tree that contains
the following components:
� Bounding Rectangle: It is a non-leaf node in the R-tree

and represents a geographical area. Each bounding rect-
angle has nb children in the R-tree, that represent smaller
geographical areas within their parent.

� Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MB): It is a minimum
geographical splitting area, specified by a lower-left point
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TABLE II
NOTATIONS I

Fig. 3. An R-tree Example.

Ll, and a upper-right point Lr. Each MB consists of ne

spatial entities.
In Fig. 3 , the upper figure shows an R-tree example, while

the lower figure represents a geographical area. The geograph-
ical area is first split into two subareas (bounding rectangles)
(R1, R2), each of which is then split into smaller subareas
(R3, R4, R5, R6). Recursively, the whole geographical area is
split into nl = 8 minimum bounding rectangles (R7 to R14).
Each minimum bounding rectangle consists of ne = 50 spatial
entities. We define two algorithms of an R-tree as follows:

Definition 5: Given an R-treeTR, it consists of two algorithms:
� Search. The algorithm takes into a location L and recur-

sively queries TR in a top-down manner to find an MB
that contains L. The algorithm returns the identifier of the
found MB.

� Insert. The algorithm takes into a spatial object oi and
inserts oi into TR. The algorithm finds an MB to place
oi using Search algorithm. If there is still room in MB,
the algorithm inserts oi intoMB. Otherwise, the algorithm

will Split MB into two smaller rectangles and Adjust TR

to remain balanced.
We omit the details of Split and Adjust algorithms. It is a lively

research topic in the database area [5] and may be of independent
research interests in the design of TAVLA.

B. Verifiable Computation

A VC framework [17] enables a verifier to outsource an
execution of an NP-compete relation to a prover and verify the
correctness of the execution results. In particular, a relation R is
denoted as a public functionF.F takes into I,Q and outputs a re-
sult R. In a VC framework,F can be represented by a Quadratic
Arithmetic Program (QAP) [16], which can be converted to the
divisibility check of the QAP by a linear combination check with
the Succinct Non-interactive ARGuments (SNARG) techniques.
We present definitions of the Pinocchio VC framework [17] as
follows:

Definition 6: There are three algorithms in VC framework:

V C = {KeyGen, Evaluate, V erify}.
� KeyGen(F, pp). The algorithm takes a functionF and sys-

tem public parameters pp. It outputs a relation-dependent
common reference stringCRS = (ek, vk), where ek is for
evaluations and vk is for verifications.

� Evaluate(F, ek, I,Q). The algorithm takesF, ek and func-
tion inputs I,Q. It outputs a function result R and a proof
πF .

� Verify(Q,R, πF , vk). The algorithm takes the input Q,
the result R, the proof πF , and the verification key vk. It
outputs true if F(I,Q) → R. Otherwise, it outputs false.

A VC framework should have the following properties:
� Succinctness: The length of the proof |πF | is polynomial

in the system security parameter α.
� Completeness: An honest verifier will always accept
(R, πF ), if F(I,Q) → R.

� Soundness: An computationally-bounded adversary can-
not forge an invalid tuple (R′, π′

F ), where F(I,Q) � R
and V erify(Q,R′, π′

F , vk) = true.

C. Smart Contract

Smart contract [13], [31] is a computer program on the
blockchain. It can take into crypto currencies as deposits from
blockchain nodes, specify terms for the nodes, and take actions
(transfer crypto currencies) if terms are met. In Ethereum, a
smart contract is a special blockchain account with codes written
in Solidity [32] on the blockchain. Participating blockchain
nodes execute the smart contract by function calls as transactions
to the smart contract address. In this way, each contract execution
(state transition) is verified by all blockchain peer nodes. Based
on the security and openness of the underlying blockchain, the
Ethereum smart contract have two features: (1) Transparency:
contract terms and executions are transparent to the public. (2)
Security: contract executions are secure, which means the state
transitions must follow the defined terms and cannot be later
modified.
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VI. TRANSPARENT AND ACCOUNTABLE VEHICULAR

LOCAL ADVERTISING

In this section, we present the blockchain-based TAVLA. First,
we summarize the design strategies of TAVLA. Then, we design
a verifiable spatial keyword query scheme with three phases:
System Setup, SKD-tree Construction, and Spatial Keyword
Query Processing. Finally, we develop a TAVLA smart contract
that realizes the verifiable spatial keyword query scheme with
on/off chain computation optimizations.

A. Overview

TAVLA utilizes the public blockchain as an auditing infras-
tructure, to achieve transparent and accountable ad dissemina-
tion process for the vehicular local advertising. To realize the
promises of the blockchain technology with feasible storage and
computation overheads, we introduce two design strategies as
follows:

Digest-and-verify: The ad broker constructs query indexes
of the spatial keyword database, digests the indexes as cryp-
tographic authenticators, and uploads the authenticators onto
to the blockchain. The on-chain authenticators have multiple
functionalities. First, the authenticators are the evidence that
the indexes are correctly digested. That is, spatial entities are
able to check that their spatial objects are correctly digested in
the indexes. Second, the ad broker can process spatial keyword
queries in an off-chain manner. The correctness of the query
results can be efficiently verified on the blockchain with the
help of the cryptographic authenticators. With this strategy, the
on-chain storage and computation overheads can be reduced to
succinct regardless of the size of the spatial keyword database.

Divide-then-assemble: We identify that off-chain computa-
tion and storage overheads are dominated by the input size of a
spatial keyword query function FS , that must be determined at
the KeyGen phase in the VC framework. If FS takes the whole
spatial keyword database as inputs, it would incur prohibitive
off-chain overheads. To enhance the off-chain performance,
we adopt the probabilistic topic model to prune the keyword
dimension of spatial objects. Meanwhile, we divide FS into
two verifiable functions: spatial search function FR and topic
matching functionFT .FR finds a minimum bounding rectangle
MBj that contains an intended location of a query Q. FT finds
top-k spatial objects with highest relevance scores in MBj . The
spatial keyword database is also divided into a spatial index
and a topic index with distinct on-chain authenticators. As a
result, FS is realized with modular executions of FR and FT ,
the results of which will be assembled on-chain with selective
authenticators. With this strategy, TAVLA achieves a practical
off-chain performance by reducing the input size of the off-chain
functions.

B. Verifiable Spatial Keyword Query

In the following subsections, we present the details of the
verifiable spatial keyword query scheme. We assume secure
and authenticated channels are set up for involving entities.
Notations in Definitions 1-6 are re-used.

TABLE III
NOTATIONS II

1) System Setup: For illustrative purposes, we introduce a
trusted authority (TA) to setup the system. In practice, the role of
TA can be replaced by a secure multi-party computation protocol
[33]. Specifically, a set of entities (e.g. different ad brokers and
randomly selected spatial entities, etc.) can agree on the spatial
keyword query algorithm and setup the system. In practice, such
setup mechanism has been successfully running for Zerocash
system [34].

TA chooses a system security parameterα and sets the bilinear
groups G = (G1,G2,GT , q, e) with a prime order q and a bilin-
ear paring e. TA chooses g ∈ G1 and g̃ ∈ G2. TA denotes public
parameters of the system as pp = {α,G, g, g̃}. TA divides the
spatial keyword query function FS as (FR,FT ) as follows:

FR(IR, Q) → MBj , FT (Ij , Q) → RT (5)

IR is the spatial index of an R-tree TR. Q is a spatial keyword
query Q = (Lq, Tq, k, λ). FR finds a minimum bounding rect-
angleMBj ∈ TR that containsLq and outputs the identifier j of
MBj . Ij is the topic index of spatial objects in MBj . FT finds
the top-k spatial objects in Ij that have highest relevance scores
with Q and outputs identifiers of the k spatial objects as RT .
We note that algorithms of FR and FT are determined by TA at
the setup phase, which will be discussed in details in SKD-tree
Construction subsection.

TA computes common reference strings for FR and FT .
Since Pinocchio VC framework implements a non-updatable
CRS model, TA must determine the size of IR and Ij
to generate the CRS. In specific, TR is denoted as a bal-
anced tree. nb is the number of the bounding rectangles
in each non-leaf node. nl is the number of leaf nodes
(MB). ne is the number of spatial objects in each MB.
TA runs KeyGen(FR, pp) and KeyGen(FT , pp) to gener-
ate CRS = (CRSR, CRST ). TA randomly chooses a, b, c ∈
Zq and computes A = g̃a, B = g̃b, C = g̃c ∈ G3

2. Then, TA
chooses X = {Xi}i∈[1,4nl], Y = {Yi}i∈[1,4nl], where Xi, Yi

are randomly chosen from G1. Similarly, TA chooses X̂ =
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{X̂i}i∈[1,(m+2)ne], Ŷ = {Ŷi}i∈[1,(m+2)ne] from G1. TA com-

putes Zi, Ẑj ∈ G1 as follows:

Zi = Xa
i Y

b
i F

c
i , i ∈ [1, 4nl], Fi ∈ CRSR,

Ẑj = X̂a
j Ŷ

b
j F̂

c
j , j ∈ [1, (m+ 2)ne], F̂i ∈ CRST .

(6)

m is the dimension of the topic description Ti. F =
{Fi}i∈[1,4nl] ∈ G4nl

1 are fromCRSR. F̂ = {F̂i}i∈[1,(m+2)ne] ∈
G(m+2)ne

1 are from CRST . TA sets Z = {Zi}i∈[1,4nl] ∈
G4nl

1 , Ẑ = {Ẑi}i∈[1,(m+2)ne] ∈ G(m+2)ne

1 . TA denotes
KD = (KR,KT ,KV ), where KR = (F,X, Y, Z),
KT = (F̂ , X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ), and KV = (A,B,C). TA publishes
{pp, CRS,KD}.

2) SKD-Tree Construction: Each spatial entityEi constructs
a spatial object oi = (Li, Ti) and sends oi to the ad broker. Upon
receiving oi, the ad broker will return a signature (e.g. ECDCS)
on oi as the proof of receipt. The ad broker collects all received
spatial objects as a setO = (o1, o2, ..., on). Adopting algorithms
in Definition 5, the ad broker constructs a spatial index IR and
topic index IT in Algorithm 1.

Remark 5.1: (1) Our design is not coupled to a specific
R-tree construction. As a result, TAVLA can naturally inherit
technical advances (such as novel node split/deletion algorithms)
for featured spatial databases. (2) Since the size of CRS is fixed
in the setup phase, we pack empty MBs or spatial objects to IR
or Ii, to comply with the pre-determined index size nl and ne.
An alternative strategy is that the ad broker first constructs the
spatial database and requires an one-time CRS from TA.

We arrange IR and IT as arrays. IR is a 4nl-dimension
array, since each MB has four coordinates from (Ll, Lr). Ii
is an (m+ 2)ne-dimension array, since each oi ∈ Ii has an m-
dimension topic description vector and a 2-dimension location
Li. The ad broker computes a spatial authenticator DR and a
topic authenticator DT [i] as follows:

DR =
∏

X
IR[i]
i , for i ∈ [1, 4nl],

DT [i] =
∏

X̂
Ii[j]
j , for j ∈ [1, (m+ 2)ne].

(7)

Fig. 4. An SKD-tree Example.

IR[i] represents the i-th element in IR and Ii[j] repre-
sents the j-th element in Ij . The ad broker denotes DT =
(DT [1], DT [2], ..., DT [nl]) and uploads the SKD-tree authenti-
cator D = (DR, DT ) to the TAVLA smart contract. A typical
example is shown in Fig. 4. We can see that the SKD-tree is
a balanced binary tree with 8 minimum bounding rectangles.
IR consists of MBs from R7 to R14 with an authenticator DR.
Each MB contains 50 spatial objects. For example, R7 contains
spatial objects from o1 to o50 with a topic authenticator DT [7].

Remark 5.2: We note that the keywords of spatial entities
are managed by the ad broker in an off-chain manner and
updated onto the blockchain with a succinct digest, which serve
the following purposes. (1) Spatial entities can require the ad
broker to ‘open’ the digest anytime and check if their spatial
objects are correctly included in the authenticators. The ad
broker cannot forge a false opening since he cannot solve the
Decision Diffie-Dellman problem. (2) The ad broker can prove
that each ad dissemination is correctly conducted following the
ad dissemination protocol. By doing so, the digest becomes an
immutable and auditable evidence of the advertising system.

3) Spatial Keyword Query Processing: Following Defini-
tion 3, we present modular designs of the spatial keyword query
function, which consists of three algorithms:

{QExe, QProv, QV eri}.
QExe (Alg. 2) takes an R-tree TR, a topic index IT , and a

query Q = (Lq, Tq, k, λ). The algorithm outputs top k relevant
spatial objects as RT .

QProv (Alg. 3) takes the public parameters pp, CRS =
(CRSR, CRST ), the index (IR, IT ), MBj , the query Q, the
authenticators (DR, DT ), and the digest keys KD. It outputs
proofs π = (πR, πT , πD, π̂D).

QVeri (Alg. 4) verifies the correctness of the proofs.
Remark 5.3: (1) Modular uses of the building blocks are

achieved in TAVLA, since the same building blocks are suffi-
ciently abstracted in the previous section and are used multiple
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Algorithm 3: Query Prove.

Input: pp, CRS, (IR, IT ),MBj , Q, (DR, DT ),KD

Output: π
Run Evaluate(FR, CRSR.ek, IR, Q) to generate πR

Run Evaluate(FT , CRST .ek, Ij , Q) to generate πT

Compute Zπ =
∏

i∈[1,4nl]
Z

IR[i]
i

Compute Yπ =
∏

i∈[1,4nl]
Y

IR[i]
i

Compute Ẑπ =
∏

i∈[1,(m+2)ne]
Ẑ

Ij [i]
i

Compute Ŷπ =
∏

i∈[1,(m+2)ne]
Ŷ

Ij [i]
i

Set πD = (Zπ, Yπ), π̂D = (Ẑπ, Ŷπ)
Set π = (πR, πT , πD, π̂D)

Algorithm 4: Query Verify.

Input: CRS,Q,D,KV , (j, RT ), π
OutPUT: True or false
Check V erify(Q, j, πR, CRSR.vk)
Check V erify(Q,RT , πT , CRST .vk)

Extract cx =
∏

F
IR[i]
i , i ∈ [1, 4nl] from πR

Extract ĉx =
∏

F̂
Ij [i]
i , i ∈ [1, (m+ 2)ne] from πT

Check e(Zπ, g̃)
?
= e(DR, A)e(Yπ, B)e(cx, C)

Check e(Ẑπ, g̃)
?
= e(DT [j], A)e(Ŷπ, B)e(ĉx, C)

Return true if all checks pass. Otherwise, return false

times. (2) We re-design functions FR and FT to fit the digest-
and-verify strategy, which are implemented in C codes and will
be discussed in the performance evaluation section.

C. TAVLA Smart Contract

We design a TAVLA smart contract that realizes the verifiable
spatial keyword query scheme based on the Ethereum [32].
The contract is created by TA, that stores public parameters
pp, verification keys ekR, ekT , digest verification keys KV ,
and digest authenticators D = (DR, DT ). The details of TAVLA
contract is shown in Alg. 5. The definitions and algorithms
proposed in the previous sections are re-used.

Vehicular users call SendQuery function to send spatial key-
word queries to the contract, where addr is the blockchain
address of the message sender. The ad broker retrieves unpro-
cessed queries using the RetrieveQuery function. The ad broker
executes the queries locally via QProv and QExe function, and
uploads the results with proofs to the smart contract via the
SendResult function. The correctness of the result and proofs
are verified by the smart contract. The smart contract stores
valid results to be retrieved by vehicular users via QueryResult
function. For invalid results, the smart contract generates a
verification failure event to notify the public.

Remark 5.4: (1) Vehicular user privacy is not a primary
concern of TAVLA. Vehicular users can apply for one-time
blockchain accounts and utilize anonymous payment channels
(such as Zerocash). (2) The main goal of the contract is to
improve the advertising system transparency and accountability.

The accountability in TAVLA refers to the detection or public
awareness of the ad dissemination misbehavior. Potential obli-
gations on the misbehavior can be transfers of the ad broker’s
pre-deposited crypto currencies or enforcing fines by law en-
forcement agencies.

VII. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the security analysis of TAVLA.
We first review the security properties inherited from the cryp-
tographic building blocks: the blockchain and the verifiable
computation framework. Then, we demonstrate the security
properties of Auditing Security.

A. Blockchain Security

The consensus protocol of a public blockchain (i.e. Proof-
of-Work in Ethereum) provides three useful properties: chain
growth, chain quality and consistency [13], [35]. Informally,
the three properties guarantee: (1) a valid transaction will be ac-
cepted by honest blockchain nodes within a certain time (transac-
tion confirmation time); (2) a Byzantine adversary that controls
less than 50 percent computation power of the blockchain system
cannot control the growth of the chain; and (3) honest blockchain
nodes maintain a consistent view of the shared ledger.

B. Verifiable Computation Framework Security

Completeness: An honest verifier always accepts a result
and a proof if they are correctly computed. For Pinocchio VC
framework, the QAP-based SNARG system [16] recognizes an
NP-complete relation that can be compiled to an arithmetic
circuit C. From the QAP theorem, the circuit evaluation of C
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can be conducted by checking the divisibility of the compiled
polynomials. The QAP divisibility check is further converted
to a linear check over bilinear groups. From QAP theorem and
bilinear groups, the completeness is achieved.

Soundness: A computationally-bounded adversary (usually
refers to a malicious prover) cannot forge an invalid result with
a proof that passes the correctness check (Verify function in
the VC framework). For a compiled QAP with a degree d and
bilinear groups with an order q, we borrow the theorem from [16]
that Soundness is achieved if (1) q-PDH, 2q-SDH, and d-PKE
assumptions hold for q ≥ 4d+ 4. (2) The trapdoor secret used
to generate common reference strings is destroyed.

Succinctness: The VC framework achieves a succinct size of
proof that depends on the size of the system security parameter
α regardless of the function input size.

C. TAVLA Security

Based on the above security properties from the building
blocks, we give a sketch analysis of the security properties in
Definition 4.

Integrity: Spatial objects are generated by individual spatial
entities and sent to the ad broker in a secure channel. Then, the ad
broker computes the authenticators DR and DT to be uploaded
onto the blockchain. To ensure the individual spatial object
is digested in the authenticator, the spatial entity can require
the ad broker to compute a proof for the correct authenticator
generation, which is either a zero-knowledge proof of a linear
relation in the discrete logarithm setting or a direct opening of
the targeting keywords. The query smart contract receives spatial
keyword queries from vehicular users and verifies the correct-
ness of query executions using the on-chain authenticators. If the
on-chain storage and advertising contract executions are secure
in the Ethereum blockchain, the Integrity property is achieved
in TAVLA.

Correctness: The first property of Correctness comes from
three folds: (1) Soundness of the underlying VC framework.
(2) Integrity of spatial objects and spatial keyword queries. (3)
Unforgeability of the on-chain authenticators. For each spatial
keyword query, the ad broker performs the query over the spatial
and topic index IR and IT . In specific, the ad broker runs the
Evaluate function of FR and FT and proves the correctness of
query executions. In TAVLA, CRSR and CRST are securely
generated by TA or a secure multiparty computation protocol.
The ad broker can forge a query result with a proof that passes
the Verify function of FR and FT , iff the ad broker can break
the Soundness property of the VC framework. The proof πR

and πT contain multi-exponentiation forms cx and ĉx as the
representations of IR and IT . In specific, cx and ĉx follow
the form of extended Pedersen commitment for vectors. The
ad broker proves that the cx and ĉx open to the same value of
the on-chain authenticators (DR, DT ). The ad broker can forge
valid proofs (π′

D, π̂′
D) that pass the check in Alg. 4, iff the ad

broker can solve the SXDH problem in bilinear groups [19]. For
the second property of Correctness, honest vehicular users will
always accept valid results and proofs due to the Completeness
property of the VC framework.

Transparency: The Ethereum blockchain is a public and per-
missionless ledger. Since the succinct digest of the spatial objects
are uploaded to the Ethereum, vehicular users can require the
ad broker to publish the keywords of a specific spatial entity for
further authenticity checking. At the same time, executions of
the local advertising contract are also transparent to the public.

Accountability: We emphasize that Accountability of TAVLA
refers to the public detection or awareness of the ad broker
misbehavior. Spatial entities can require the ad broker to publish
the proof of correct authenticator generation, while vehicular
users directly receive the query results on the smart contract,
both of which can be publicly verifiable.

VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Off-Chain Overheads

Off-chain operations include System Setup, SKD-tree Con-
struction, and Spatial Keyword Query Processing. We omit
implementations and evaluations of the R-tree and probabilistic
topic model, which have been well studied in the non-verifiable
setting. In TAVLA, our implementation goal is to evaluate addi-
tional overheads with the implementation of the VC framework.
Thus, we construct testing instances of a balanced R-tree and
topic descriptions. With the testing instances, we evaluate per-
formances of FR and FT , in terms of off-chain storage and
computation overheads.

We conduct off-chain experiments on a Linux system with
Intel Core 2.4 GHz processor and 8 GB memory. The func-
tions FR and FT are written in C codes. We implement the
Pinocchio [17] VC framework that translates the query execution
into arithmetic circuits. We note that the Pinocchio interface is
compiled with a 32-bit version gcc. We write a circuit parser in
C++ to parse the obtained circuits with ‘nizk’ circuit inputs (both
spatial query Q and spatial objects O) and implement the C++
interface of libsanrk [18], [36], [37] for R1CS languages. Our
design is not specified to particular implementations of QAP-
based VC framework. Thus, TAVLA can inherit any efficiency
improvements of future optimizations for QAP-based verifiable
computations [18].

We have found several implementation limitations in the
circuit-based VC framework: (1) The Pinocchio C program com-
piler only supports static compilation, which requires fixed-size
spatial and topic indexes as inputs [38]–[40]. (2) Subscripts of
the array access in the C codes must be determined at the program
compiling phase. Thus, the logarithmic R-tree search algorithm
cannot be implemented. Instead, we implement a linear search
algorithm over the leaf nodes in the spatial index. In specific,
we must compare Lq of Q with (Ll, Lr) of each MB. (3) The
Pinocchio C program compiler only supports integers and simple
arithmetic operations. We re-write the relevance score function
in Eq. 4 as follows:

λ1 ×Dist2(Lq, Li) + λ2 ×Dist2(Tq, Ti)

The location coordinates Lq, Li, topic descriptions Tq, Ti and
preference factors λ1, λ2 are set as integers in the experiments.
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Fig. 5. QAP Complexity. (a) FR. (b) FT .

Fig. 6. CRS Size. (a) FR. (b) FT .

Square root computations of point and topic distances are elim-
inated. However, the accuracy of the relevance ranking may be
affected compared with the original metric in Eq. 4. Thus, we
set a larger k in our experiments. Similarly, a local search in
Google Map for a specific area will return all the relevant results
to users.

We first identify the main off-chain performance metrics. In
specific, the complexity of the compiled quadratic arithmetic
program is characterized by the QAP variables and degrees. The
storage overhead is characterized by the size of CRS. Another
important metric is the off-chain processing time of the two
functions, in terms of CRS setup and prover computation. We
set the number of bounding rectangles nb as 2, which results
in a binary tree structure and is easy to be adjusted to balance
when new nodes are inserted. We set the number of returned
objects k to be equal to ne. This is reasonable since a spatial
keyword query usually returns all relevant result to users, such as
activity spot search in Google Map. The dimensionmof the topic
description vector is 20, which is sufficient in the probabilistic
topic model [6]. The normalization factor η can be adjusted with
the change of λ1. Input sizes of FR and FT , characterized by
(ne, nl), greatly affect the performance. nl is represented as the
power of 2, since the R-tree is a balanced binary tree in the
experiments. From Fig. 5 a and 5 b, we can see that the QAP
complexity is increasing with nl and ne with different rates.

In Fig. 6, the same increasing property with nl and ne is
found for PK size. In Pinocchio vc framework, the V K size is
determined by the number of plaintext inputs and outputs. Since
we enable ‘nizk’ for all the input, V K size is solely determined
by the number of outputs, which results in a constant-sizeV K in
FR and a linearly increasing size ofV K inFT .PK size is much
more larger (109 magnitude) compared withV K size, sincePK
must embed information of both input and intermediate gates in

Fig. 7. Off-chain Computation Cost. (a) FR. (b) FT .

TABLE IV
DIGEST COST VS nl, ne

the compiled circuits, while V K only embeds information of
output gates.

In Fig. 7, the prover overhead refers to the Evaluate algorithm
in the VC framework. The one-time CRS setup is much costive.
Meanwhile, the processing time is also increasing as nl and ne

grow. It should be noted that the prover overhead with an input
of a few thousand objects is a few seconds on a laptop, which can
be improved at the ad broker with powerful computing clusters.
Moreover, distributed and parallel optimization techniques for
verifiable computations can also be adopted to further enhance
the prover performance.

We summarize the storage and computing complexity of cryp-
tographic authenticators in Table IV. Although the complexity
increases greatly with the input size (nl, ne), it is still less sig-
nificant than the CRS setup and prover computation overheads.
The reason is that multi-exponentiation operation is extremely
optimized in the alt-bn128 and bn-128 curves in the libff library
[41] of libsnark. For example, a 254-bit multi-exponentiation
operation only takes 231.2 μs on a 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2620
[19]. |G1| refers to the size of an element in G1. E1 is one
exponentiation operation in G1. The digest-and-verify strategy
may slightly increase the size of πR and πT in our off-chain
experiments with the libsnark implementation by requiring in-
dependent components cx, ĉx.

B. On-Chain Overheads

We implement a blockchain network based on Parity
Ethereum [42]. The VC framework is instantiated with alt-bn128
curve, which is compatible for the pre-compiled pairing interface
in Ethereum [13]. Since TAVLA smart contract is designed for
the Ethereum blockchain, we take the main performance met-
rics from the Ethereum to evaluate the TAVLA smart contract:
on-chain storage cost, transaction confirmation time and gas cost
of function calls. The ‘gas’ is a unit in the Ethereum to measure
the computation complexity of a transaction.

Storage cost: The on-chain storage includes the verification
keys for FR and FT , the index authenticators, and the digest
verification keys. V K size is determined by the number of non
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zero-knowledge variables. The authenticator size for the spatial
and topic index I = (IR, IT ) is (nl + 1)|G1|. The size of the
digest verification key KV = (A,B,C) is 3|G2|.

Function call: In Ethereum, each function call is instantiated
by an Ethereum transaction. The transaction confirmation time
can be approximated by ETH status [43]. The most expensive
function call is the SendResult function, which is dominated by
the number of pairing operations in the function. The verifica-
tions ofFR andFT include 13 × 2 pairings. Compared with our
off-chain experiments with the libsnark implementation, TAVLA
needs 1 more pairing for the verification, since the verifier needs
to check that the appropriate span of cx or ĉx. The authenticator
checks require 4 × 2 pairings. According to statistics in EIP
1108, total verification cost is approximately 1,201,000 gas.
Note that, the RetrieveQuery and QueryResult can be conducted
without sending transactions to the smart contract. A node with a
full copy of the blockchain storage can locally query the contract
status.

C. On/off Chain Tradeoffs

The on-chain cost can be reduced to constant with one au-
thenticator for the whole spatial and topic databases. However,
the on-chain strategy will introduce infeasible off-chain cost,
since off-chain cost is linearly increasing with the input size of
FR and FT . We identify two split factors that can quantify the
on/off chain tradeoffs: fr for the spatial database and ft for the
topic database. In TAVLA, fr is set to 1 as FR takes the whole
spatial index as the input. ft is set to nl, as FT takes into a
subindex Ij of topic index IR. For very large spatial databases,
the spatial index can be split into different subindexes. The split
factors serve as the tradeoff switches to tune the on/off chain
performance: higher ft and fr increase the on-chain overheads
and reduce off-chain overheads.

Discussion: To further increase the real-time processing ca-
pability [44] of the advertising system, we present measures
for real-world implementations. (1) The ad broker can adopt
a distributed SNARGs to implement Evaluate function over
the powerful computing clusters. (2) The ad broker can tune
the on/off-chain tradeoff by dividing the whole spatial database
into sub databases. For example, spatial objects can be organized
around some hot spots. (3) It has been proven that the scalability
of a blockchain system can be significantly improved with novel
consensus protocols, such as Proof-of-Stake or Byzantine Fault
Tolerant. We emphasize that our design strategies of TAVLA do
not rely on specific blockchain architectures, and thus can be
implemented with efficient consensus protocols.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a blockchain-based transpar-
ent and accountable vehicular local advertising system. With
the two design strategies, the proposed system has achieved sig-
nificant on-chain computation and storage efficiency. Through
extensive experiments, we have explored the implementation
challenges for the vehicular local advertising system to provide
comprehensive performance benchmarks. The practical design

strategies and the observed implementation insights may shed
light on future constructions of blockchain-based vehicular ap-
plications. In our future work, we will further investigate the
privacy preservation of vehicular users and design a transparent
yet privacy-preserving blockchain-based vehicular advertising
system.
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